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Your assignment
Total Time: 10 hours over the course of 1 month

Goal: Meet and interview people to learn about a career of interest, decide if you want to pursue it, and formulate a plan to prepare for it.

1) Select a career (2 hours) via myIDP and research it.

2) Cold e-mails (3 hours): E-mail 10 people to learn more about the career. At least 5 should be people you do not already know.

3) Informational interview (3 hours): Meet in person with at least one person you e-mailed. If that’s not possible, conduct a phone interview.

4) Decide next steps (2 hours): Share what you’ve learned with others, then decide if you want to research a different career or start preparing for this one.

Q: Why is contacting and meeting with people the most important part of learning about a career? Why can’t I just read about careers and find jobs online?

- **The “practical” reason:** 80% of jobs go to people that employers already know personally or through a 3rd party. This is the “hidden job market.” Employers will look to people they know first, and to an online job applicant last. Meeting people is how you discover these opportunities.

- **The deeper reason:** The people you will meet already have the experience to tell you what skills and expertise you need to develop and whether or not this career is a good fit for you. But they need to get to know you first, and meeting face-to-face allows you to build that relationship. You get honest answers that you can’t find online. Once you know what skills are valuable, you can start building those skills, a process that can take a lot of time. Therefore, you should start meeting people as early as possible in your graduate training.
Keep these principles in mind throughout this process:

- **People are willing to help.** They are also flattered to talk about themselves. Don’t be intimidated- people are really impressed when “lowly” students take the initiative to contact them, and they will think highly of you because you contacted them.

- **But... people are busy!** You must minimize the amount of work they need to do. Also, make sure they feel like they are truly helping you, so it is worth their time.

- **Job opportunities may arise from these connections, but infrequently.** Do not bring a resume and do not ask for a job. You need to meet many people and develop deep relationships with a few of them while also developing your skills.

- **Cold e-mailing and informational interviews are skills.** Being confident in reaching out is a skill. That means it will be hard at first, but if you work on things you are bad at, you will improve. Build these skills incrementally, picking just 1-3 techniques at a time to implement. **Think of this as an investment in yourself.**

Use this mindset throughout this process:

Do not think “What can I get from this person?” Instead, think “What can I offer this person? What can I offer the world?” It comes off as icky if it’s obvious you just want something from them. But remember: people generally want to help students, and you are offering them that opportunity. So help them help you, and be as clear as possible as to why you are talking to them. People love talking about themselves, so you can always offer listening. If they care about an issue deeply, talk to them about that. Furthermore, they are much more likely to meet with you and introduce you to others if they sense that you can bring value to the table, and if you are willing to develop a true relationship with them. If you don’t know what value you can offer, think carefully about your own skill set and what skills you can build to offer more to the world.

**Note on time limits:** It is critical you limit the time you spend on each step of this plan. You may not feel “ready” to move on to the next step because you are unclear on your career choices, or it may seem intimidating. But trust that leaping into the next step will solve whatever problem you were facing because it will give you new information and experiences you can work with.

**If you feel really stuck,** e.g. you keep sending e-mails but people ignore you, then you should ask someone else for feedback. Have a peer evaluate your efforts- you are likely making a critical mistake, e.g. your e-mail is too long or full of unnecessary details.

**Finally, expect this to be hard.** Worthwhile skills are often difficult to build. If networking is outside of your comfort zone, that’s perfect. If you already network regularly, push yourself harder (e.g. challenge yourself to connect with someone famous).
1. Initial Preparation: Select a Career

Select a career that resonates with you and read up on it.

Time Limit: 2 hours

Important warning: do not get stuck on this. When you start out, you usually don’t have enough information to rule in or rule out any careers. So just pick what tentatively seems best and move on to the next step. You can investigate another career later if you discover your first choice isn’t for you.

Goal: Reflect upon the career traits most important to you and use that reflection to select a career to investigate. You can’t start personalized career exploration until you have some idea of your own interests, skills, and values. What do you want to get out of a career, and what can you offer the world?

A) 2 minutes: Really quick self-assessment on dougsguides. Just a warm-up.
   http://www.dougsguides.com/node/345/done?sid=4511

B) 20 minutes: Complete the in-depth Assessment section on myIDP, look at the Consider Career Fit section, and choose 1-2 careers for further investigation.
   http://myidp.sciencecareers.org/

C) 45 minutes: Read about your chosen career(s) in the section Read About Careers -> Resources. Search the web for other resources.

D) 30 minutes: Compile a list of people in that career you can contact. Leverage every possible avenue: LinkedIn, ask people you know if they know someone in that career, Google “X City Y Career”, professional societies, people visiting your university, alumni lists from your school, companies and organizations nearby, etc. Hint: the most effective method is to e-mail people just to ask who else you can e-mail. Be proactive in finding contact information.

Highly recommended: Listen to Cal Newport’s 35-minute talk on how people find jobs they love (hint: it’s not about following their passion).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUQjAAwsKR8

This first exercise is about introspection, but then you must validate that introspection by engaging with the real world. For example, on the dougsguides quiz, you might answer, “I like work schedules that... are totally up to me.” It sure sounds good, but have you actually tried a job like that? Or at least talked to someone with a job like that?

In other words, hypothesize what you want in a career and how to get it. The next step is to test that hypothesis.
2. Outreach: Send Cold E-mails

Time Limit: 3 hours

Goal: Develop the skill of reaching out via cold e-mails. You need to start building your network in that field from zero, and this exercise will get you started on that. Be proactive in building your own connections.

Requirement: Send at least 10 cold e-mails to practice.

How to do this

Step 1: Pick a person and commit to e-mailing them within 15 minutes. Don’t worry about having a perfect reason for e-mailing them.

Step 2: Perform quick research on the person. LinkedIn, personal websites, ask a friend about them, etc. Take notes on things the person likely cares about, and potential connections you can leverage. Decide what productive exchange might occur and make that the goal of your e-mail. It can range from “I just wanted to say I admire your work” to “I’d like to meet with you for 30 minutes to learn about your career.”

Step 3: Just write and send the e-mail already. DO NOT WAIT.

Critical Elements of Cold E-mails

Important warning: Do not worry about crafting a “perfect” e-mail and do not get bogged down in all the details below. If you worry, you will simply talk yourself out of sending the e-mail. Instead, just pick 1-3 elements to incorporate into your e-mail, and just send it. You will be pleasantly surprised by your success rate. Writing good e-mails is a skill that needs to be built up systematically.

• 1 minute-rule: It should take them less than 1 minute to read, think about, and respond to your initial e-mail. Your initial e-mail should less than 8 sentences long. You will need to leave out some details, even ones they will eventually need. Do not delve into your background. You can expand in future e-mails.

• First paragraph: What you want from them (if anything) should be apparent from the first two sentences. If necessary, the first sentence can be a basic introduction to who you are.

• Additional details: Remember you should have already succinctly summarized what you want in first two sentences!! Never assume the person will read these additional details. Keep it to less than 8 sentences total.

• Clear finisher: Explicitly state what the person should respond with, if anything. If no response is needed, say that.

• Personalize it: Think carefully about what you know about the person. What do they care deeply about? Who do you know in common? Why contact this person rather than anyone else with this career? Put these personalized hints front and center- in the subject line, in the first or last sentence of the e-mail, etc. Note that personalization is particularly important if the person already receives numerous e-mails from students.
• **Subject line:** Clear and concise
  o Optional: Include attention-grabbers. For example, if someone referred you to them, mention that person’s name in the subject
  o Make it easily searchable: Include some idea or name that is memorable and easily recognizable.

• **Convenience:** Be super-specific and give them up-front choices. If setting up a coffee date, list 2-3 concrete dates, times, and places. Exception: if someone is coming to campus to visit, they already have a set itinerary so you should ask them when they have time. **Always make it as easy as possible for them to respond to you.**

### 3. The Informational Interview

**Time Limit:** 3 hours

**Goal:** Get actionable information to move your career forward, but precisely what this entails is entirely up to you. You could aim to learn about this person’s career path, identify a skill to build, get clarification on something you read about the job, discover opportunities to do internships, find a mentor or role model, etc. Many possibilities.

**Requirement:** Commit to an informational interview. These take more time than a cold e-mail, so make sure you do all the necessary preparation to get the most out of it. There’s no single “right way” to conduct an informational interview. Don’t worry about doing everything that’s listed below- just pick some and try them out properly.

#### Before the interview

• **Write down your goal for the interview.** See above- be as specific as possible.
• **Do your homework.** Research the person and career.
• **Write down questions** for the interviewee. Think back to your 2 hours of career research. This is your career, so you really should think up your own questions relevant to yourself and your interests. As a last resort, Google “informational interview questions” or ask your peers.
• **Be ready to introduce yourself.** Prepare a 30-60 second description of the most important elements of your background and what you are working on right now. Be prepared to elaborate if they ask. Practice this introduction with strangers whenever you can.

#### At the beginning of the interview

• **Introduce yourself:** Don’t force this in or make it overly formal- just give the introduction whenever it feels natural.
• **Purpose:** Briefly communicate to them what you hope to get out of the interview. Be as specific as possible in your career goals and statements. If your exploration is very open-ended, admit that. Do not ask for a job and do not bring your resume.
• **Time:** Be clear on how long you’d like to talk for, and ask how much time they can spare. Note: their time limits may have changed since you e-mailed them.
Getting actionable information from the interview

- **Focus on stories, not advice.** Stories are information-rich—you can extract your own lessons from their stories. The most important advice may be so obvious to them that they don’t bother stating it—this is “implicit wisdom.” Many people have not thoroughly analyzed their own careers, so explicit advice may not be helpful. Also, people often use advice-giving as an opportunity to stand on a political soapbox.

- **Identify the “accomplishment ladder.”** Start with where they are now, and figure out what enabled them to get there. Work backwards until you get to where you are now in your own career or training.

- **Pay attention to vocabulary.** Understand how they talk about their work. What types of issues or accomplishments do they focus on? If they talk about something a lot, it’s probably important. You can use that same vocabulary when talking to someone else in that career. Also, if you understand career-specific vocabulary, you will be better qualified for the job.

- **Ask questions that are relevant to you and your interests.** Don’t just ask every question you can think of. Think back to myIDP and dougsguides.

- **Pay attention to the two types of actionable information**
  - **1. Career capital:** what is necessary to succeed in this career? What is valued?
    - **Skills:** what skills are valuable in this field that I can build?
    - **Knowledge:** What should I read on a regular basis? Courses I should take? Books I should read? Topics I should learn about?
    - **Relationships:** Who else can I talk to? Is this person willing to be a mentor? What professional societies should I join? What networking events should I attend? Who are the best connected people in this field? Who has input on whether or not I get hired?
    - **Experience:** What opportunities are there to build experience? Fellowships/internships? Self-driven projects? How can I demonstrate that I do the job?
  - **2. Career traits:** What makes this career rewarding? Why might someone dislike it?

- **Details matter:** Every company or organization is different. Do colleagues hang out with each other at this company? Do I have to move to another city to pursue this career? What skills does this particular company want?
Throughout the interview

• **Don’t be afraid to show your ignorance.** People use career-specific jargon and look at things from the perspective of many years of career experience. It’s difficult for them to step into your graduate student shoes- so help them do it. It may be embarrassing, but it’s part of the process.

• **Be conversational.** Don’t be too formal. Summarize what they say to indicate you understand what they are saying, and give them a chance to correct you. Don’t worry about transitions! Forcing transitions just makes the conversation stiff.

• **Make eye contact.** Slight head tilt and slight body angle indicate accommodating body language.

• **Notes or no notes?** Taking notes during an interview is often disruptive. If you want to, take very select notes. If not, write down information immediately afterwards.

After the interview

• **Immediately write down key points,** e.g. opportunities you may want to take advantage of, things you didn’t previously know about the career, things you should read, skills that important to build, more people you can contact, etc.

• **Write down any difficulties** you had during the conversation. Always aim to become a better conversationalist.

• **Think about why this person achieved success** and how you personally might emulate elements of their career path.

• **Follow-up:** A quick thank-you e-mail is the bare minimum. Often times the person can point you to other people who can help you or opportunities you can pursue. If the person seems open to mentoring you, start building up the relationship!
  
  o Highly recommended: ask for 2 or 3 more people to contact. Make sure you are clear about what types of people you’d like to be put in contact with and why.
  
  o If appropriate: send them a CV and ask them to let you know if they hear about an internship or job that’s a good fit.
4. Decide Your Next Steps

Time Limit: 2 hours

1. **Tell others about what you learned.** Explaining it to someone else is the best way to consolidate the information in your mind.

2. **Decide** whether to start preparing for the career, or pick another career to investigate.

3. **Develop an achievable 6-9 month plan to implement what you've learned.** Your next steps should include building career capital (e.g. skills, expertise, experience and/or connections), perhaps involving a small project, doing daily reading, networking on LinkedIn, or joining a group that will facilitate your career development. If you are more advanced and already have many skills relevant to your career, your plan might involve an internship or even a job application.

4. **Principles of a Career Plan**
   a. **Do not wait for certainty.** Don’t wait until you are certain this career is for you. Don’t wait until you are certain a skill is useful to start building the skill. Don’t wait until you think you have more time- you will never have more time.
   b. **The less sure you are, the more you should focus on Translatable Skills.** Many skills are useful for many different careers. For example, communication and writing skills are near-universal. Furthermore, many skills will be useful for your current job- select these if possible.
   c. **Take action with Little Bets.** You can’t be sure if a skill or project will be useful until you have first-hand experience with it. Little Bets are projects that can be completed in less than a month to “try it out,” but still require you to master a new skill or produce something concrete. Then assess its usefulness and decide if it’s worth seriously developing.
   d. **Pick a skill or project, spend 6-9 months working your butt off, and then have something to show for it.**

5. **After you implement your plan** and have made concrete progress, you can repeat this entire process to update your plans for a more experienced you.
Appendix: Recommended career books for scientists and other knowledge workers.
Note that background reading is most helpful when you are already engaging in career exploration and development. Insights from these books inspired much of the Cold E-mails and Hot Coffee plan.

1. So Good They Can’t Ignore You by Cal Newport:

2. Manage Your Day-to-Day by 99U:

3. Maximize Your Potential by 99U:

4. It’s Not All About Me by Robin Dreeke:

5. Little Bets by Peter Sims:

6. Where Good Ideas Come From by Steven Johnson:

7. A Whole New Mind by Daniel Pink: